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Abstract 
The PaN-data ODI website has been developed as part of the overall PaN-data website, but fo-

cussed specifically on the activities of the present EC-funded project. It includes material such as 

documents under development and records of meetings. There is also a private area for material 

internal to the project consortium. 
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1 Introduction and principles 
The construction of a website for PaN-data ODI is part of Work Package 2, “Engagement 

(Knowledge Exchange and Dissemination)”. It was the first task of this WP, running from the start 

of the project to month 1. This deliverable is a formal report on the existence of the website. 

 

The PaN-data initiative, as a collaboration of European research infrastructures, already had a 

public website and it was logical to incorporate the PaN-data ODI, specific to the present project, 

into this website. The whole site is constructed as a wiki with MediaWiki, and there is also a private 

area requiring login, where project internal documents are deposited and other confidential materi-

al is kept. In this way there is a single place to go for both external visitors and project partners. 

 

In the interests of openness, as much as possible is kept on the public pages: for example, notes 

and presentations from project meetings, drafts and final versions of policy documents, and de-

scriptions of the project’s work packages. 

 

In the future, the media-wiki based web-pages will be accompanied by a more “enterprise-style” 

web-site, see below. The address of the website is http://www.pandata.eu. It is hosted by STFC. 

The remainder of this report gives some screenshots to illustrate different areas of the website. 

 

http://www.pandata.eu/
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2 Screenshots of the website 

2.1 The general PaN-data website 
 

This is the front page for the PaN-data collaboration. The PaN-data ODI project has a prominent 

place in the centre of the page. 
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2.2 The PaN-data ODI area 
 

This is the main page for the PaN-data ODI project. It offers more specific information about the 

project including summaries of aims and activities. 

 

 

 
` 
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2.3 The private area 
 

The private area is used for exchange of internal material. This includes notes of telecons, man-

agement reporting, and deliverables for approval before submission. 
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2.4 The new PaN-data web site 
 
Though the media-wiki based web sites provide a perfectly suitable working environment, user 
communities presumably expect a more professional appearance, in particular in view of the global 
authentication system to be implemented. We are hence currently creating a new entry page, 
based on the open source content management system drupal, which apart from the pure cosmet-
ical improvements offers additional services like blogs and user forum.  
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